Luscious Leaves
Purpose

Background Information

The purpose of this lesson
is to review the functions of
plant leaves and to develop
an understanding of leaves as
edible parts of some plants.
Many edible leaves are part of
a healthy diet and are a good
source of vitamin A.

The main function of a plant’s leaves is to gather energy from the
sun to carry out photosynthesis and make food for the plant. During
QIPUPTZOUIFTJT MFBWFTVTFMJHIUFOFSHZUPDPOWFSUDBSCPOEJPYJEFBOE
water into sugar.
Many leaves of plants are edible and are grown for food. Edible leaves
JODMVEFDBCCBHF MFUUVDF HSBQFMFBWFT QBSTMFZ TQJOBDI NVTUBSEHSFFOT 
and Swiss chard. We are fortunate to have many different varieties of
FEJCMFMFBWFTHSPXOCZGBSNFSTJO$BMJGPSOJB"TBSFTVMU XFIBWFNBOZ
healthy options when shopping for produce in our supermarkets or
farmers markets.

Time
Teacher preparation:
30 minutes

Make sure students understand that not all leaves are edible and that
they should never eat anything they are unsure of unless it is approved
by a responsible adult.

Student activities:
60-70 minutes

Materials
For the class:
Area for students to wash
hands
Butcher paper or area to write
on board
For each group:
Young leaves
are incredibly
nutrient
packed.

Five edible leaf samples:
MFUUVDF LBMF TQJOBDI QBSTMFZ 
Swiss chard
For each student:

Crunchy
leaves
are pale
yellow and
commonly
found in
appetizers.

Spicy, robust
leaves are
perfect for
sandwiches.

Has a tangy
Young
flavor and
leaves have fringed
a crunchy, leaves.
celery-like
texture.

Dark red leaves
withwhite
veins and a
bittersweet
taste.

Student handout with leaf
investigation chart and
vitamin A chart
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Luscious Leaves
Content Standards

Procedure

Grade 2

Part 1

Science F C D F H

1. Discuss the functions of plant leaves with your class. Possible
UPQJDTJODMVEFNBLJOHGPPEGPSUIFQMBOU EFDPNQPTJOHBOEBEEJOH
OVUSJFOUTUPUIFTPJM BOEQSPWJEJOHIBCJUBUTGPSBOJNBMT"GUFSZPV
UBMLBCPVUUIFGVODUJPOTPG MFBWFT BTLZPVSTUVEFOUTJG UIFZDBO
think of any edible leaves that people like to eat. Make a list on the
board. Explain that leafy greens are part of a healthy diet. Students
ages 4-8 need 1 ½ cups of vegetables per day and students ages 9-13
OFFEUPżDVQTPG WFHFUBCMFTQFSEBZ5XPDVQTPG SBXMFBGZ
greens is considered one cup from the vegetable group.

Next Generation Science
-4
Mathematics
Ũ .FBTVSFNFOU%FTJHO 
Health/ /

 Tell your students that today they are going to investigate five
EJGGFSFOUUZQFTPG FEJCMFMFBWFT CZUBTUJOH TNFMMJOH NFBTVSJOH BOE
observing. They will also compare their nutritional value by looking
at their levels of vitamin A per serving.

English Language Arts
Ũ Writing 8
Ũ Reading 7
Ũ 4QFBLJOHBOE-JTUFOJOHB 
C D

3. Tell students that vitamin A is important for maintaining good
WJTJPO GJHIUJOHJOGFDUJPO TVQQPSUJOHDFMMHSPXUI BOELFFQJOHTLJO
healthy. Research has shown that consuming foods rich in vitamin
A may even prevent some kinds of cancer.

Grade 3
ScienceB D

4. Organize students into groups of three or four and have them wash
their hands before sitting in their seats. Distribute worksheets to
each student and tell them that they will be using the Leaf Tasting
Investigation chart for the next part of the lesson.

Next Generation Science
3-LS3-1
Mathematics
Ũ Measurement & Design 4

5. Show your class one edible leaf and show them where it is listed on
the chart. Demonstrate how you would like each group to record
UIFDPMPS UFYUVSF TNFMM UBTUF BOEMFOHUIPG FBDIMFBG JOUIFDIBSU
Use a ruler to measure the length of each leaf. Examples of texture
DPVMEJODMVEFTNPPUI GV[[Z CVNQZ TBOEQBQFSZ TMJQQFSZ FUD#F
sure to discuss possible vocabulary with your students before they
CFHJOEFTDSJCJOHMFBG UFYUVSF TNFMM BOEUBTUF%JTUSJCVUFBXBTIFE
sample of the leaf to each group and guide them through the
EBUBDPMMFDUJPO8IFOTUVEFOUTIBWFSFDPSEFEEBUBJOUIFJSDIBSUT 
instruct them to tear off a small piece of the leaf to taste.

English Language Arts
Ũ Writing 8
Ũ Reading 7
Ũ 4QFBLJOHBOE-JTUFOJOHB 
C D

6. Repeat this procedure with the remaining four leaves and have
students fill out the questions on the chart.
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Luscious Leaves
Part 2
1. Have students fill in their chart to compare the vitamin A levels of
the five leaves they tasted in part one. Students should use the chart
template on the back page of their tasting chart.
 8SJUFUIFTFWJUBNJO"WBMVFTPOUIFCPBSEGPSBMMTUVEFOUTUPTFF

% Daily Value of Vitamin A for One Serving
(One serving of raw leafy greens = 2 cups)

Lettuce


Kale


Spinach


Parsley


Swiss Chard


3. Go through one example with the class and then have them work
in their groups to fill in the bar graphs for the remaining leaves.
Discuss which edible leaves are the best source of vitamin A and
why this is an important nutrient.

Conclusion
Farmers grow some plants for their edible leaves. Many edible leaves
BSFBEFMJDJPVTTPVSDFPG WJUBNJO" BOENBOZPUIFSOVUSJFOUTUIBUBSF
important in a healthy diet.

Extensions
Give each student a leaf and a crayon. Instruct students to
remove the paper wrapping from the crayon. Have each student
make a leaf rubbing by placing the leaf under a piece of paper
and then rubbing the side of their crayon over the top of the
paper. The image of the leaf will be visible. Mount the rubbings
on colorful paper.
Have students plant a lettuce or kale seed in a plastic cup. After
UIFTFFEMJOHTTQSPVU TUVEFOUTDBOUBLFUIFNIPNFUPUSBOTQMBOU
BOETIBSFIFBMUIZ MFBGZHSFFOTXJUIUIFJSGBNJMJFT
Bring in fresh and dried herbs. Discuss how they look and taste.
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Luscious Leaves
Variations
Make an edible leaf salad that the whole class can enjoy at the
FOEPG UIFMFTTPO'PSIPNFXPSL IBWFTUVEFOUTUSBDLIPXNBOZ
servings of leafy greens their family eats in a week.
Discuss the following chart with the class and research why these
nutrients are important in a healthy diet.

There are many nutritional benefits of eating fresh,
green, leafy produce!
Folate

4QJOBDI $IJOFTFDBCCBHF MFBG MFUUVDF

Potassium

#FFUHSFFOT TQJOBDI MPPTFMFBG MFUUVDF 
DIBSE QBSTMFZ FOEJWF

Vitamin A

5VSOJQHSFFOT NVTUBSEHSFFOT LBMF 
DPMMBSEHSFFOT $IJOFTFDBCCBHF MFBG 
MFUUVDF SPNBJOFMFUUVDF TQJOBDI

Vitamin C

,BMF DBCCBHF DPMMBSEHSFFOT NVTUBSE
HSFFOT SFEDBCCBHF TQJOBDI

Iron

4QJOBDI DIBSE DPMMBSEHSFFOT QBSTMFZ

Fiber

4QJOBDI DPMMBSEHSFFOT QBSTMFZ

ELL Adaptations
Model the Think, Pair, Share method: Have students turn to a
QBSUOFSBOETBZ Ś8IBULJOEPG MFBWFTEPXFFBU ś&YQMBJOUIBU
UIFJSQBSUOFSTIPVMEUIFOSFTQPOE Ś8FFBUMFUUVDF TQJOBDI BOE
other examples.”
8IFOJOUSPEVDJOHOFXWPDBCVMBSZXPSET TIPXTUVEFOUTBO
example of the object.
Make a “word wall” of new vocabulary and have students cut out
pictures from magazines to match the vocabulary words.
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